
The Old Testament, or as some prefer the Hebrew Bible, is the collection of
writings that Jews recognize as their scripture. Christians do, too, although they
complete those scriptures with the New Testament, Old and New Testaments
together making up the Christian Bible. Muslims may also recognize portions of the
Old Testament, especially its first five books the Torah and then also the Psalms,
even some accounts of Jesus. The Old Testament spans thirty-nine books, while the
New Testament twenty-seven more books, of the Bible’s total sixty-six in number.

To refer to the Old Testament, originally recorded in Hebrew, as old is historically
accurate. The writings are ancient, many of them older, for instance, than Homer’s
Odyssey and Iliad, books that the world celebrates for their antiquity. The Old
Testament’s many human authors, Spirit guided, recorded it from about 1,500 B.C.
to 400 B.C., over more than one-thousand years. The Bible’s history begins
thousands of years earlier with God’s creation of the world and of the first human,
later to trace that first human’s ancestors, listed in Luke 3, down seventy-seven
generations to Jesus.

Yet to call the Hebrew Bible’s collection old may mislead the reader into thinking
that the writings are outdated, overturned, or surpassed, when they are not at all so.
Together, the Hebrew Bible and New Testament together stand as a single story, the
former anticipating and foreshadowing the latter in every significant respect.
Christians view the Bible, both Old and New Testaments together, as a single
unified story pointing to the Lord Jesus Christ. Read the Old Testament, the Hebrew
Bible, as establishing the people and patterns that would usher in the world’s Savior.

The Hebrew Bible has a definite structure. It begins with five books we know as the
Torah, also called the Pentateuch. Those five books describe God’s creation of the
world, humankind’s fall from his Eden garden, and a cycle of restorations and falls
from Noah through Abraham, to Moses and Joshua. Those five books also show
how God established his covenant people Israel, giving them laws they were to
follow in an obedience that they could never quite manage and sometimes grossly
rejected.

The Torah gives way to twelve history books describing how the nation Israel
regained the promised land, rose to world prominence, but then divided, eventually
falling into exile before making a tentative return. The first seven history books



extend the Torah’s chronology, the next two summarize that extension, and the last
three extend the chronology farther into the nation’s post-exile malaise. The
histories end four centuries short of the birth of the Messiah Jesus Christ, where the
New Testament begins, breaking those centuries of silence.

The Old Testament, though, does not end with history. Five books we know as the
writings or wisdom literature develop underlying themes that the Old Testament
introduces in its opening five Torah books and repeats throughout its dozen
histories. These writings may seem an odd collection, from the suffering of Job to
the emotion of the Psalms, and the sayings of Proverbs, ending with the despair of
Ecclesiastes and love affair of the Song of Songs. Yet read properly, the writings
profoundly deepen and enrich the Old Testament narrative.

The Old Testament’s last two sections, the five books of the major prophets and
twelve books of the minor prophets, further deepen, enrich, and extend the
narrative. These books include significant history, repeating descriptions of some
events that the histories already describe, while amplifying many of those
descriptions and providing abundant other detail. Their greater contribution, though,
is prophetic, drawing out God’s perspective on the machinations of Israel’s leaders
and people, and the nations and people who support and oppose them. They make a
spectacular introduction to the New Testament that follows.


